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COLLECTIVE NOTES

,a You nay already have been startled by our

typewritten copy. INS's typesetting equipment

is fine but our collective remains over-

worked and under-staffed. So by switching

back to our typewritten style, we'll be saving

some money and the staff will be free to

devote more tuner to fund-raising and promo-

tional chores. And less time at the Ccrrpu-

graphic keys and the past-up table will mean

iitproved ooverage of local, national and

interhatd.cnial news . Let us know if you find the

copy readable in this format. If any of the

pages are blurred, write or call us and we'll

send you new ones. Once we fill out our staff

with new writers, reporters , artists and

typesetters; we plan to typeset the copy again.

CORRECTION

Two stories are missing from the front cover.

They are:

WDMEN/EABOR/IMMIGRATION : INS Beckons Philippine

Nurses to Land of Plenty

1 , 000 words. . . . . .9

JAPAN: Prime Minister Ghira's Visit—®ie

Re-Gpenihg of Japan

1,000 words. .10
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NEW YORK (I«S)~Bditof& Nbfc£: The following

interview with Coroi Crooks, cl Black womantn~

carcerated at Hew fork'd Bedford Bills Correctional

Facility for Women Was Conducted in early March,

by two INS staff members. The interview with

Crooks wasoonducted iniide Bedford Bills in a

email room adjacent to the main visiting room.

The visiting rodm itself/ with paintings and •

photographs by the prisoners, small tables

and relatively comfortable chairs, typifies prison

officials' attempts to present Bedford Bills as

the "modelM ticrnipn is faaiiity .
.
In the interview

\

howevery prison activist Crooks, along wvth

two other women who 'epphehbriefly, Janet Prosper

and Lynette t&WZZ- about

what happens inside the prison and speak about

the kinds of conditions that the women are forced to

liveimder--constantharas8ment, the presence of .

male guards ih the cell blocks, verbal and physical

abuse, poor training programs, etc.

WHAT ARE YOU IN BEDFORD FOR?

Janet Prosper: I was arrested it 1974 and I'm in.

here for horaocide. When I got here I was 17.

Carol Crooks: The first time I was here was for

possession (of drugs) • 1 can© bade a second ttis*

HOW DID TTHyPit H^PENf?

Crooks: Q.k. The first tiine l was here X tpok up

pressing^ T got a job treking

$150 aweek. But like I had been pressing cotton

so long here that I had totally forgotten about the

iiver^d^: jwrr^ cleanere-~the

different fabries apd materials, the chepniqals.

o.k. , so i left that job but when X d^ ^d
otikMpar'. fired becausehfny

parole Officer.

My parole officer did not give me any guidance

to find anything that could help. I asked bp bO

on welfare to help me over until l could get a

job—my parole officer did not help me. When I

to the ex-

did apply for welfare '1 was PB**

I did '‘receive money it mgftths

softer I was sent out,
. ,

• ,
”,

. I was living at home With Vty

and there was nothing for MS Ottfe there * so I

eventually went back tb tb© dreg scene* t£he :

poverty programs were just OOtsIng into effect

butf they weren't paying any mind to the ex-

offehder.

So/ out of being in jail the first tire, I

learned about all the stuff that was around me.

About how to survive/ make fast money. And all

those things were my rehabilitation to prison

and I can© back.
,

•

ARE THINGS ANY DIFFERENT FROM YOUR FIRST TIME

HERE?

The things that are happening now in the

facility are the same things that happened in

1966. With all the directives and all the

changes/ it's coming back to being the same.

The women are lacking in oommunication with

outsiders, the family, education, etc. The

people just get housed in theprison and then

they tell you that you are paroled one day and

say "What's your skills?"

' . * -

What kind of training programs* do Yoy have here?

WHAT SKILLS DO YOU LEARN# IF ANY?

Let's see, we have vocational,

pourses and academics. They have US doing things

like gardening and painting.

you gonna get- a job as a

• .got to- have a license to .be a 5

can' t just go around with a aid a

apd be a painter.

We've got people working inM services

and a11 they're doing is semdp# the officers.

They are fixing salad® end atUfls X. don'

t

know if they’re preparing «e teba housewives- .

* " ’

'*
_

/!

or
'

Then you have the cleaning crews—-all they

. do is janitor work. New there's a wiitMf ||^i-

for those jobs (on the outside) so you know you

ai^x't gonna get -hat. And ain't no white folk®

gonna let you in their house.

In vocational we have lBlL She machines

there are old-some of ®S dd as*^
years, we have alooholio teac^ere down there.,
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A lot of people are rushing down there though

'cause, as you know, IBM is big. So people think

that they're going to ’get a job. But all the time

they spent here learning, they're gonna have to

go back over that same education. Because the

teacher certifies people in six months that

don't even have the classification of 30

days. So it's a fool man's game.

Academics—they have regular classes. They

have special tutors and classes for people who

can't read. They give upgrading classes so

people can get their high school equivalency .

But if anybody passes, it's only because some-

one on canpus wanted you to. Because they do

not give you the material you need to really

know. If the teacher is boring, if the material

is not up-to-date, they don't want to sit there.

If you're a fifth grade level or under, they

force you into classes whether you want to be

there or not. You can be 16-years-old out in

the streets and you don't have to do nothing

you don' t want to, but here you have to.

People trying to get their high school equiv-

alency can't b«!ax^ they .aren't dealing with

the jjpoks, they're not dealing with the

standards.

This is the type of education that we have~
it's totally defunct. This is the $30 million

that goes into this program and nothing is

happening.

DO YOU HAVE ACCESS TO MORE UP-TO-DATE

MATERIALS?

We have a regular library and the women's

bookstores from New York City have been

contributing books. Segregation has a

library but it's not rp-to-date.

They have a librarian here, but she don't

need to be here. The women could run it much

more efficiently than she does. She hides a lot

of revolutionary books, she hides things

relating to Spanish (Hispanic) people, and

Black history. She hides the books that she

considers revolutionary or contradictory to

the policies of the Department of Corrections.

Whether they be about homosexuals or whatever,

she hides them. So we miss all those books.

We don't be dealing with the environment of the

cxanminity that we have to return to, we be

dealing with the environment that the

Department! of Corrections wants it to be.

SINCE THE S|lT AGAINST HAVING MALE GUARDS IN

THE HALLS W^tS LOST/ ARE THEY BACK WATCHING YOU?

(In NOVEMBER 1978/ A DECISION IN A CLASS ACTION

SUIT FILED jfeY 11 WOH&J AT BEDFORD AGAINST THE

INSTITUTION'S USE OF HALE GUARDS IN THE LIVING

QUARTERS WAS HANDED DOWN/ RULING THAT MALE

GUARDS SHOULD BE PROHIBITED FROM WORKING THE

NIGHT SHIFT/ FROM BEING PRESENT AT THE

MORNING COUNT AND FROM BEING IN THE SHOWER AREA,)
They Cato only cone vp there from the

time that we're dressed, which is 8:15 AM until

9:00 (PM) .

•/.
;

VA
:

.

'

LAST YEAR/ YOU THE WOMEN HERE/ HELD A PROTEST IN

THE DINING HALL, HOW DID THAT HAPPEN? WHAT

OTHER PROTESTS HAVE OCCURRED?

They have 300-500 women here and they only fix

food for a hundred and some women. People would

go down there and want one or two cups of milk pi;

an extra piece of meat. They give you a

piece of meat about twice the size of this

matchbook (Crooks held up a small matchbook)

.

So they give you this small portion and say if

you need some mere you can't have it. Now,

hew they saying we using too much, when most

of the population don't even ocme down to

eat. (Many of the women get sent food by their

families, and also buy from the prison

oenrmissary. ) Hew you gonna say we can't have

more when they got the money - it's just not

being used for that purpose. Everybody came

down to the cafe (the day the action was

held) and ran right through them (the guards) .

m the church it was the same thing (where

the women also held a protest) . They were

giving us so many problems about the Islamic

women and were taking their material.

IS THERE MUCH SEXUAL ABUSE/ VIOLENCE AGAINST

THE WOMEN HERE?
'

:

. They learn it

all up in the academy. If they tell you to

move# told you don't move, they push you,

shove you, hit you in the head. And when

it cxmes'time to remove’ somebody or restrain

a woman, they're ready for that. It is not

a normalized situation. You can't say that

when a guard is walking around and doing
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security and you can't get your door closed,

and you want .to take off your top, or change

your underwear—these things are personal,

you have your monthly or whatever—you can ' t

say that that's a normalized environment.

You're not going to have these man sitting

out there just walk into your house, are you?

You don' t even know them.

We lost the court case because the judge

said that that was o.k. Even if they 10

women on one woman, that's better than 10 men.

You can't say with them hitting on you—and
with blackjacks—that that's normalized. They

should only use one person with the (tear) gas

that they have around here,

HAVE A LOT OF WOMEN BEEN STERILIZED?

In 1977 it was like they had a sale going

around here. And I was put in that sale and

got my uterus removed. They said I had a

fibroid tumor. I went down to a hospital in

New York (City) to have the operation. I didn't

trust than up here and wanted to make sure I

had to have one. But they did have a sale

dabble in it, try it out. More people who

never did it out there, or closet people.

But really it's no different than out in the

street.

Vfe have more lies manning around about people

boxing than or snatching than (raping) but that

is not true. X mean one woman holding another

woman dovm—that's not true. Thirty women on

one, that's not true. I mean, you have to have

a designated area, quiet, late at night, or when

nobody 8 S gonna hear you next to the paper thin

walls—X mean that's ridiculous. .

.

The prison administration does not allow you

to hug, touch or stuff like that...

We have trailer visits over here, but homo-

sexual people who are involved in the prison

can't participate. You've got to be married or

with your family or kids. If you're married

you can go down into hotel happiness. It's like

a hotel—it's got a big television, it's like

a heme, so you do the natural thing.

The homosexuals around here have to sneak and

hide. I'm not saying that they would publicize

it if it were allowed, we wouldn't see nobody

going. having orgies. Women have a lot of shyness about

About 40 women were on the list that they than,

needed to have their uterus removed. They

had to have complete hysterectomies because their MOW DO THIRD WORLD WOMEN AND WHITE WOMEN GET

ovaries were oversized. I didn't believe

it. So I found out, but a lot of people didn't.

They were taking out a lot of uteruses

.

A lot of Black woman won't ever have kids

again. There was this older woman and they

said she had a lot of tumors. So they opened

her up—she's about 60 something—and they

found out it was only a swelling of the veins.

When they opened her up she had a stroke, and

now she's paralyzed on one side all the way

down. So I said no, I wasn't gonna have it

done here.

ALONG?

Well the Spanish (Hispanic people) stick more

together than the Blacks. They stick more to-

gether than the whites do, too. The whites are

always trying to infiltrate the Spanish and

Black groups, because there's more Spanish and

Blacks in the prison. Everybody want to be on

the buddy system so they can make it through

the -prison.

With the administration, white is right here.

If they're Black, they have to be a damn good

cheese-eater. If they're Spanish, they have to

be a damn good cheese-eater. They have to be

IS THERE MUCH TENSION BETWEEN LESBIANS AND

STRAIGHT WOMEN?

Well, when you talk about homosexuality,

it's just the same as out on the streets.

You have mors people who want to cone and

either ope of them flirtatious women who flirts

with the wardens or the chaplain or whatever to

get whatever she needs.

But outside of that, it is always conquer and

divide. That is the policy of them (prison
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administration .

)

HOW DO YOU GET PAROLLED HERE? DO THEY HAVE A

STEP PROGRAM (BEHAVIOR MOD)

Depends on your past history. If you did

something 10 or 15 years ago, it's still

hanging around your neck. You've got to in-

volve yourself in a program—that's their book

of law. You've got to have a good institutional

behavior record—if someone tells you to jump

over the staircase you do it. That's the way

you're parolled. You're not parolled towards

doing something you want to do. They only

parole you because "you look good."

WHAT'S IT LIKE IN SOLITARY?

It's a real drag being in there. Everything

stops. You're considered really dead. They

mess ip your mail. You don't make any money in

there. You can go to carmissary and fill

out your slip. You can only get cigarettes

and perfume.

I'm in solitary for hitting four women

on the side of the head, to keep than from

hitting me. So they locked me down there for

120 days—30 days for each woman—based on

their statements. I told them I didn't do this

because I walked out and started something. I

did it because something occurred and when I

needed assistance, no one cane down to help.

So I had to do vdiat I did. All I know is that

everyone has their own weapons in their

rooms and I wasn't gonna let nobody get me. So

I got four months and they got nothing.

And now I've got a lesion on ny breast and

will need an operation. (Presently, Carol

is trying to get permission to get a second

opinion on her condition from doctors outside

of Bedford. This demand cones from a history

of being denied adequate treatment and from

not being informed of the seriousness of

the lesions, nor the usual treatment.)

(In the solitary cell) about eight inches

off the floor is a steel frame with a

mattress. We have a toilet bowl and a sink

that's together. We have a light and that's

it.

The first six days you're in punitive

segregation so you never get to came out.

After six days you get to take a shower. In

segregation you get showers two times a week.

The officers will take anything of yours they

want to. You can't barely even have a bar

of soap and if they cote along and feel like

taking it, they'll take it.

HOW HAS YOUR POLITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS CHANGED

AS A RESULT OF BEING IN PRISON?

Life in prison is a ball of confusion. It

doesn't identify with rehabilitation. We know

that rehabilitation is a French work—to

make better, to re-dress. To make you look

different that the way you came in. How can

you make anyone look different when you're not

showing them the way the world is?

Two phone calls a month at a certain time is

not rehabilitation. All that's doing is cutting

off ny communication . It's not helping me to

understand try family, iry friends, my children.

This is not rehabilitation, it's harassment.

Harassment of the people outside as well as

inside.

I can't see somebody telling me how to look,

talk, dress and then go back to a society that

is totally different from what the book says.

We have a lot of problems in the prison with

officials. Because they make their own policies,

they make their own rules. Which is why we have

so many riots. We don't have riots everyday. But

nine times out of ten it's the prison officials

who provoke it. They abuse the inmates. You can't

send a person to prism and say you're gonna get

a better person to cane out. That don't mean

that a mother who is in here is gonna be a better

person. There are sane people who need to be

here, but most people don't need to be here.

There are more women in, the New York prisons

than there have been in decades. Almost 1,000

women are housed in New York prisons. Years ago

it never wait over 200 and something or 300 .

People need to start looking in their own

backyards and helping their own people. Le-

gislative changes could help. Not court changes,

because someone else comes along with a stronger
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case and that cuts that one out. Legislative

change is the only thing that can change it.

They are building more prisons for people who

have never committed crimes.

For everyone is coming this way if they don't

die, or don't get a better education, you are

coming this way.

I'm not saying that someone just goes out

and burglarizes or that it's a dope ring, or

it's just a way of life, but it's people

that are suffering, can't get on welfare, they're

coming here. Because you're not gonna see

your kid starve.

When I came here the first tine I didn't

know what to do. I didn't have no strength

within iryself to believe that there were

people who wanted to change things.

We doin the time because we got to do the

time. We want to be educated so we never got

to come back here again.

They bring kids in here and tell them we're

here because we ccrrmitted serious crimes.

But we're here because we wanted to keep a

roof and food in our own and our kids bellies.

But the education out there is totally

fucked.

survive in here and speak up for my rights,

then I can't live out there. I don't like

being in prison, but being here I'm gonna

learn and speak up for my rights.

These people in jail, when we get out

there's nothing to do, no place to go, so we

go into depression and drugs. You're not

making better people in here. You're making

people ready to came out and take you off. You're

oppressing them every day. You're not giving

them responsibilities
, you're not givingtthem

freedom of the mind to learn. You're making

them aprehended at every stage, you're making

them weak.

People are weak on hooch (homemade alcohol.)

Why in all the years at Bedford has there been

so much hooch? That they can walk off and

came away with 30 or 40 gallons of hooch. Why

is there so many people walking around with

all kinds of pills?

Why are you forcing people to ask for this,

receive and take it? You've got to think

about that. . .whether it's inside or outside

the community.

-30-

A lot of people come in here with a lot of

baloney. They want a nice house out of

Good Housekkeping magazine. I figured that

that was the way to be middle or upper class.

But us Blacks and poor whites are never gonna

be upper class so that's a dream that every-

one needs to forget. Because it ain't there.

Now I came across the Elack Panthers when

I first came here. At that time they were

going strong and their philosophy was to aid

the community. I said if I had to come here

and do 15 years, because I knew they wasn't

gonna let me out in no one year, not in no

two years, and here it is seven years going

on eight and I'm still doing time, because I

run my mouth too much. But any way, when I

came back this time, I said I'm gonna learn

as much as I can, so when I go back out

there, I'm not gonna be railroaded by parole

officers and have to resort to selling drugs

again.

This prison is like out there. If I can't

TOI/HhALIH

Abortion Rights Activists Prepare

for Right-to-Life Convention

NEW YORK (INS)—As the National Right-to-

Life Ccmnittee prepares for its annual con-

vention June 23, in Cincinnati, Ohio, so

do pro-choice groups, which plan to stage

a march and rally for reproductive rights

the same day.

The Reproductive Rights National Net-

work, a Chicago-based group which was formed

in February to counter right-wing and govern-

ment efforts to limit a women's control

over reproduction, met in Yellow Springs,

Ohio, May 5, to solidify plans for the

June 23th action.

"So-called 'pro-life' groups use half-

truths, scare tactics , and violence to
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force their own moral and religious views on

millions of women/" said Marilyn KafcZ/ coor-

dinator of the Network. "These alleged 'pro-

life' people have fire-bombed abortion clinics

full of patients and staff all over the country.

More of these incidents have occurred in

Ohio than in any other state. The National

Right-to-Life Committee considers Ohio to be

friendly territory for its convention. We

intend to show them that it is not."

Before the rally, the Network will hold a

speak-out where women who have been victim-

ized by 'right-to-life' forces, procured

back-alley abortions as a result of the 1978

Hyde Amendment, which cut off Medicaid funds

for abortion, and women——mostly Third World—

who have been sterilized either without

their knowledge or through a government pro-

gram which pays 98 percent of sterilization

costs, will speak to the reproductive rights

conference.

The demands of the march and rally include ac-

cess to safe abortions, an end to involuntary

sterilization, restoration of Medicaid funds for

abortion, an end to fire-bombings of abortion

clinics, and an end to efforts by 'right-to-

lifens' to add an anti—abortion amendment to

the U.S. Constitution.

-30-
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Detroit Women Tell City Council That Sexual

Harassment On-The-Job Hasn't Disappeared

BY LIBERATION NEWS SERVICE

NEW YORK (LNS)—Workplace sexual harassment of

women by supervisors, foremen and other male

workers is nothing new. In 1912, for example,

women striking for union recognition at a corset

factory in Kalamazoo, Michigan listed foremen

harassing them for sexual favors as one of their

complaints. In the last few years, largely due

to a gradually mushrooming campaign against

harassment of women in almost every area of their

lives, the particular problems of women work-

ers has received more attention.

At a recent series of hearings on sexual

harassment in Detroit, Michigan, women through-

out the state told the Detroit City Council

of threats, emotional stress and job loss.

The hearings, held during the second week

of May, were called by a task force on sex-

ual harassment formed by women, labor and

community groups.

One example of sexual harassment on the job

could be seen in Ola Robinson, mother of two,

who had passed a General Motors apprenticeship

test with one of the highest scores in the com-

pany's history. But instead of goincfon to be-

come a tool maker, Robinson did not get the

promotional upgrade, and was constantly sub-

jected to derogatory comments from her super-

visors. Worst of all, she was finally raped

by a foreman.

At the hearings, Robinson stated that the

management at the GM Fisher Body Plant in

Pontiac, Michigan had attempted to force her to

sign a document saying that she would not re-

veal what had happened to her. She said,

however, that she would "do anything in her

power to put a stop to this."

"I'm not here to go to breakfast with you,"

Robinson said she told the foreman. "I'm

just here to work."

Sally Jackson, another woman who spoke at

the hearings, testified to seven acts of ha-

rassment, including unprovoked physical con-

tact and threats. Jackson, a UAW member for

the past 20 years, stated that she had become

"physically ill" from tension caused by the

incidents.

Most of the women who testified said that

the harassment they faced was aimed at forcing

them out of their jobs or granting sexual

favors to the boss. This view was backed up

by Peggy Crull of Working Women United In-

stitute, a New York City group that handles

complaints dealing exclusively with workplace

sexual harassment .

Sexual harassment on-the-job assumes many

shapes and forms. In answer to a survey taken
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by the Women For Racial and Econanic Equality

(WREE) , women are assigned either the meanest

sort of work or the most boring. "One veteran

assembly line worker/' WREE learned, "at the

Detroit Chevrolet gear and axle plant was told

during her 90-day probation to unload heavy

truck axles." Olivia Jones, another woman

worker, reports WREE, "was assigned the back-

breaking job of stacking 30-40 pound plates

—

a task usually assigned to two people who trade

off bending and stacking." And to pit male

workers against women, women workers are oc-

casionally assigned to less arduous tasks.

"It's very hard to say how frequently sexual

harassment occurs," Crull told LNS. "In a

survey that we did, ws found that 70 percent of

those we contacted had experienced it. In

another survey done by Redbook, 88 percent

of those vho responded had experienced ha-

rassment.

The major action a sexually-harassed woman

should take, Crull explained, is to fight

workplace harassment with other women who have

experienced similar on-the-job problems.

Nothing is gained, she said, by ignoring

the hostility from male co-workers.

"If a woman complains, you would think that

it would be the man who’d lose his job," con-

cluded Crull. "But that's not the way it goes.

The woman is seal as the problem."

-30-
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Paraguayan Torturer's Case

Dismissed in Federal Court

NEW YORK (LNS)—A $10 million lawsuit against

former Paraguayan police official Americo

Pena Irala was dismissed in Brooklyn, New

York on May 15. Pena Irala had been brought

tc court by Dr. Joel Filartiga and his daugh-

ter, Dolly, for the 1976 torture death of

their son and brother, Joelito Filartiga, in

Paraguay. Federal Judge Eugene Nickerson ruled

that the Filartigas lacked the right to sue

Pena Irala for "violations of human rights

and international laws."

Immigration officials had originally arrested

Pena Irala for overstaying his visa by more

than nine months. He had apparently been stay-

ing in Brooklyn to 'let things cool off in

Paraguay" where he had gained a reputation for

torturing and murdering political activists.

El Salvador Police Fire Into Crowd of

300 Hon-Violent Protesters

NEW YORK (LNS) —Red and yellow flowers lay

strewn across the steps of San Salvador's

Metropolitan Church, left behind on May 10 by

20,000 mourners. They had gathered in front

of the unfinished building to witness the fu-

neral of 23 anti-government protesters. Only

two days earlier, the 23 had been part of a

crowd of 300 organized by the People's Revolu-

tionary Bloc (BPR) to protest the disappearance

of three labor leaders, a common occurrence

in the Central American country which has been

dominated fcy a changing clique of army officers

since 1932.

These were not the Bloc's first casualties.

Since its beginnings in 1975 when organizations

of day-labor peasants, farmworkers, teachers,

slumdwellers and students formed a coalition to

pressure the government for economic and land

reform, more than 300 of its members have been

arrested and tortured or have simply disappeared.

With the repeal of President Carlos Humberto

Romero's "Law in Defense of Public Order" on

February 27, El Salvadoreans have seen a steady

rain of mop-vps like those most recently staged

in Nicaragua. The 1977 law had censored op-

position communiques, banned political parties,

trade unions and strikes. Now, say observers,

the government and some 1800 landowners who

own half the country's land can act with greater
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impunity to insure that the peasants and in-

digenous Indians do not claim the right to small

farm plots.

Even before the police massacre in early May,

government repression had been regular. With

the aid of government-endorsed paramilitary

organizations like QRDEN and the White Warriors,

the government has since February alone arrested

13 striking workers at the ADOC shoe factory

in a military raid in April; two weeks before

Easter , 41 more people were killed. The num-

ber of people killed since the public order law

was lifted is still undetermined, all the more

so because the target of official military

sweeps are often peasants and landless farmwork-

ers. Recent operations have been aimed at the

Federacion de Trabajadores del Campo (FTC), a

militant peasants' group which is part of the

Bloc. In fact, two of the most recently arrested

—

Facundo Guardado and NUma Escobar—have been

the FTC's leading organizers. Chelatenango,

Cinquera and San Ordro Perulapun have become

bloody battlegrounds where the country's large

landowners have sought to discipline peasants

who demand redistribution of the land.

^ CHURCH ISN
#

T SAFE

The 30,000 workers and organizers who make

up the Bloc have not been the sole anti-

government group to feel the government's

heat. As in many Latin American countries

where the ''Theology of Liberation" has in-

fluenced the liberal clergy's social com-

mitments, El Salvador's Raman Catholic priests

After Jesuit priest Rutilio Grande was

killed in a barrage of machine-gun fire in

March 1977, 100,000 people congregated in

front of the Metropolitan Church, spilling

out into the plaza, to hear a oommerrmorative

mass. Grande had merely supported the rights

of peasants to sharecrop on the private lands

of "El Paisnal." Private landowners raged

against the liberties which the peasants hnd

the Jesuit priest were taking for the: landowners

planned to use the land to fatten livestock.

Not a parcel of ground was left for the land-

less peasants . El Paisnal remained a ferment

of peasant activity until 2000 National

Guard troops burned down the peasants' homes

and murdered 50 of them pointblank.

Repression in El Salvador has been much

like an instant replay newsreel. Today's em-

bassy takeovers, church occupations and

peasant uprisings find their memory in a

1932 rebellion when desperate peasants de-

manded the right to hold onto the small plots

of land they had cultivated for themselves and

their families. After one week, government

forces stampeded the rebellion leaving

20,000 peasants—three percent of the popu-

lation-dead . A dizzying number of deaths

culminated in the 1977 massacre of 200

people who were protesting that year's fraudu-

lent elections for the presidency. The slower,

more insidious deaths come as a result of

poor nutrition and even leaner wages. Seventy-

three percent of Salvadorean children under

and nuns cite the "nature of the government" the age of five suffer from malnutrition,

as the main cause of popular unrest. As a Their older brothers and sisters and their

result, vigilante groups like the White War- parents earn from 30 to 50 cents an hour. In

riors ("Be a patriot—kill a priest") have July 1977 when urban and agricultural de-

in the past warned Jesuits that 33 priests in manded guaranteed wages of 56 cents an hour,

their order would be murdered one by one if El Salvador's Defense Minister declared the

they did not leave the country. A reverend movement was a Communist conspiracy. Indeed,

who had worked with Amnesty International, it is today's under-secretary for defense,

a human rights monitor -group, told the Wash- Colonel Eduardo 'Chivo' Iraheta with his close

ington Post last September, "The National ties to the Salvadorean oligarchy, who strongly

Guard and the OKDEN [a paramilitary group with advocates a law-and-order crackdown,

some 85,000 conscripts] tell people not to Popular belief in El Salvador goes that the

attend mass or go near the priests because MetropoUtan Cathedral was deliberately left

they are Communists .

" unfinished in order to dramatize humankind's
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i^.v.'Bc-ending spiritual .pain. • As mass-based ..

s..'-.'jdfu.^s.bions like the Popular Revolutionary .

-

i; >c join hands with radical elements in Latin

America's Catholic Church, Ihe unfinished

rafters are more likely^ “|^;-ec|c^Mth the; real,

earthly cries far labor, and 'lanif.'^ights, and

.e, “ her 'visa status ihithe U.S. was legal,

e 'foreign’ nurses!, concluded

by comparison, the sighs ;offl^d^av^lyfrosts

will press more heavily on fthei^#s|ers of silence.
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to her well-
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INS Beckons Philippine

Nurses to Land of Plenty

BY LIBERATION WEWS SERVICE

NEW YORK (INS)—At 7 : 10 A.M. , Wednesday,

May 2, two agents of the Immigration and

Naturalization Service (INS) tried to barge

into the Queens, New York home of Aimee Cruz,

National Coordinator of the National Alliance for

Fair Licensure of Foreign Nurse Graduates

(NAFL-FNG) to question her about her organ-

izing work, taxable to show a warrant necessary

for any investigation, the agents had to give

way. Despite their threats and demands that

Cruz come into their office for questioning,

Cruz stood her ground and refused to answer

the agents' questions or follow them anywhere.

Incidents like

eign nurses in this country. And Cruz' story

does not even end here./. ;.l^;^i^?waib9dfat

her door for more thin' ft
'

&*m ? -

call from INS Commissioner Assistant; Ralph

Thomas, finally advised ~ 1hi;agihta:-:.tocleave
- •

Cruz' home. They left';^h^^|i£rea^iihd -

making accusations th^t%

1'^^b«^/4 :

hOt3Se''ghist
-

were "the most impolite Filipinos they had

ever encountered." As

warned, "We will scrutinize your files and if

we find one

case on, anything at you."
r

According to NAFL-FNG, ^e/il^^ts must

have looked at Cruz' files because they knew

her hone address. So they must have known

—— '

I II

most immediate heeds ‘=

:

! '
*

.
*•

\
* ;> vr^ ,

over 50 percent of whom

ber of the group told

- .fr.V*-.

to deal with the

"

'-the

, articular

___
known personal;

__

Philippine administrate

iiYFL-lNGwas

i;gn students

I Filipino . A mem-

hospitals

actively recruit foreiepx nurses because they

think they're docile', adcsept whatever

wages -they are offe®i#?|^/lire !

'afraid to com-

plain becausethey ''ai»’'t^Piataned with firing

or deportation. •. -

"Many nurses come to the U.S. on H-l visas

[work permits] which are terminated if they

fail their exams," explaia&d an NAFL-FNG

spokesperson. "They are then deported or else

demoted to lower paying, jobs, usually as

nurses' aides or techh^li®'* The hospitals

then end up having a pool of well-trained

nurses [usually with two three years' ex-

perience in their doing basical-

ly the same work for ;

LTtiRAL LAND-MINES

it of all

exam. That is

ly to take

country, and

test

: That means

r been in the

Presently, more

foreign nurses -fftii;

no surprise m
the exara before

are &ka&i0X _
when- they arrive- in

A

-many take the test

"There is very lr

a member of NAFL-FNG

quate review d
..train 'nur&es

;

:how

the exam is cul

it asks what is the

a food which nurses

for adjustment,"

"We need ade-

*appc«±unity to

Besides,

For instance,

value of muffins,

no acquaintance
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1th : The test does not measure oonpetenny.
1

wa i ?o <n>Jstion the validity of the exam.

It
8

a supposed to remove those people who would

be dangerous. We don't think 85 percent of

c. 4*or . ' dangerous. " '

Through the activities of NAFir-FNG, an agree-

ment was negotiated with IMS Commissioner

Lionel Castillo granting foreign nurses a de-

terred voluntary status for 18 months. By

this, Castillo claims, foreign nurses could have

ample opportunity to take and pass the li-

censure examination. That agreement, however,

was oily valid through December 1978, at vhich

tine the laws governing the H-l visa were

supposed to change, and nurses would no longer

enter the U.S. with H-l status. Instead they

would come to this country through regular

immigration procedures. The agreement was ex-

tended through June 1979 since many nurses

still do have H-l status. So NAFLtFNG is

again seeking an extension.

Said a member, "We*d prefer to see nurses

come in through immigration. There shouldn't

be a massive recruitment. The nurses are

needed in the Philippines.

"We think there's a racket going on in the

Philippines. The Philippine government is re-

sponsible for all this. A year ago the govem

—

ment took over the travel agencies which, ac-

tively recruit nurses, and sometimes the

government gets as much as $1,000 per nurse.

"The government travel agencies don't tell

the nurses about the exam, about the conse-

quences of not passing. They paint a bright

picture of hospitals, working conditions,

and wages. Sometimes the nurses are only

given tourist visas and get turned away as

soon as they arrive in the U.S."

(NAFL-FNG urges writing telegrams to INS

Commissioner Lionel Castillo requesting that

he investigate the harassment of Aimee Cruz

,

and that he cancel her appointment with the

INS in New Fork City scheduled for May SO.

Letters to Castillo can be sent to him at

the Immigration and Naturalization Service

,

425 Eye Street, NW, Washington, D. C. 20536.)
-30-
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Prime Minister Ohira' s Vi sit--

The Re-opening of Japan

BY HORACE WOFfTH.

LIBERATION news service

NEW YORK (INS) -—Amid growing pressure at

home to resist American political arm-

twisting to wrest concessions from a surging

Japanese economy, Prime Minister Masayoshi

Ohira spent five days in early May in Wash-

ington and New York. He oonsulted with Presi-

dent Carter, influential members of Congree

and the American businesscOTmunity and with

leaders of America's cultural and intellec-

tual life. This in awareness of growing hos-

tility frcm Japanese big business, a powerful

governmental bureaucracy and a vocal press.

Ohira*s visit was kept lew-key. The Japan-

ese prime ndnister, hoping to find a "har-

monious path" between the* America establish-

ment* and his own , met those people vho could

help create a more equitable pattern of inter-

national trade and payments over the next

several years—people who could effectively

counter a "bash-the-Japanese" thrust in the

1980 presidential campaign.

Ohixa's visit follows an eftablished pat-

tern!. Since* the American occupation of

Japan*, every primesminister soon* after his in-

vestiture comes to Washington to confer with

his country' s military protector . This rrost

recent tripy however, highlights bitterness

and an increasing misunderstanding vhich has

grown out of the U.S.'s trade deficit. These

open wounds may affect* discussions on nuclear

and solar energy, on oil and on trade with the

People's Republic of China.

DEFENDING THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE

The Japanese* trade- surplus with the U.S will

onoe again top the 49 billion mark. Japan ’ s

eaorxxrdc upsurge acmes at a timewhen, accord-

ing to the U.S. Department of Labor, the

American productivity rate*—contrary to the

Japanese growth rate—has dropped markedly,

raising the spectre* of lcwecanartic growth.
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heightened inflation and unertplqyment.

To shift the triple burden of the war in Indo-

china, a costly military network to defend the

"American way of life" and short-sighted fiscal

policies, the U.S. , during the past decade,

has pushed Japan, its Asian junior partner, to

alleviate America's economic woes.

Segments of U.S. industry-steel, T.V.,

auto, and textile—have objected to Japanese

exports. Japan, whose economy is second only

to the U.S. 's—has acquiesced to American pres-

sure to limit exports "voluntarily;" in spite of

concessions, Japanese products are still pre-

ferred for quality and lower price. At the

same time, Japan invests more and more in the

U.S. , skirting problems caused by its own land

shortage and lack of ore resources.

Japan's ability to compete successfully on

America' s own turf has brought counter-pressure

on the White House from U.S. corporate challengers

vhc want to crack the Japanese market; especial-

ly to secure lucrative Japanese government

contracts. The opening of Japanese govern-

ment contracts to American bidders would be a

big plum to the US. The test case is the open-

ing of the Japanese government-owned Nippon

Telephone and Telegraph to the U.S. telecom-

munications industry, especially to western Elec-

tric, AIT's manufacturing subsidiary. At

home, the U.S. is putting legal pressure on

ATT to open its market to other American com-

petitors . Abroad the U.S. government is

helping ATT to expand international operations,

allowing the telecommunications giant 'to re-

coup in foreign countries what it may lose

at home.

Japan's dependence on the U.S. also extends to

Japan's agricultural needs. Above all, though,

Japan looks to the U.S. for military protection.

Si it should surprise no one that the U.S.

will pressure the Japanese to expand their own

military establishment and spend more of their

economic surplus to secure the U.S. 's mili-

tary presence there.

Such is the background of Prime Minsiter Ohira 's

trip to the U.S. The agreements with President

*an agreement on "cooperation in energy re-

search and development" estimated at $1

billion over a 10-year period;

*an agreement to expand research on nuclear

reactor safety and reliability;

*an understanding that Japan will help Egypt,

now isolated from the Arab and Muslim worlds.

JAPAN
7
S GROWTH RESTS ON U.S. GOOD WILL

Yet what truly counted for the Japanese

prime minister was his contact with the

American establishment. In an address be-

fore Washington's National Press Club, ohira

posed his country's main problem: "Japan

cannot survive except in harmony with the

internatianalccmm^ by carrying out eco-

nomic policies that serve our growing needs

and responsibilities . . .together with the under-

standing and cooperatian we have enjoyed

with America. . .."

What Ohira understands is that Japan, like

the U.S. after the American Civil War, has not

needed to waste its wealth on military prepar-

ations . This has been an important factor

in its spectacular economic growth since the

1950s. It rests on the maintenance of

America's good will.

Such wisdom will not prevent Japan's

establishment from pressing for a military

build-up nor will it stop the Araerican establish-

meat from efforts to force' a wider opening

of Japan to U.S. investment.
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Southern Organizer Explains

Death Penalty Issue;

Interview With Joe Ingle

BY CRAIG T. CANAN

LIBERATION NEWS SERVICE

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (INS)—In response to the

increasing concern for the lives of inmates cm

death row, Southern Coalition on Jails andCarter seem scarcely to meet the problem:

Prisons director Joe Ingle explains why
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progressives should work against capital punish-

ment. The Coalition consists of social concern

groups from Floridians Against the Death

Penalty to the Illinois Coalition Against the

Death Penalty.

WHY DO YOU THINK IT IS SO IMPORTANT TO ORGANIZE

AGAINST THE DEATH PENALTY?

We are opposed for several reasons. A good

way to start is to look at the number of

peqple who are condemned to die in this

country. There are now 489 peqple under

sentence of death. Over fifty percent of

these folks on death row are Black. So ri^it

off the bat, you know you're talking about the

same old discrimination and racism which has

existed in the South for years.

The second reason is / of course, that all of

these folks on death row are poor. In my visits

to death rows, it is clear that one of the

reasons you end up on death row is that you

can't afford to pay a good attorney.

Thirdly, and perhaps mpst important of all,

is the belief that the state doesn't have the

right to murder anybody. When you are talking

about the death penalty, you're talking about

taking somebody 's life; So while we ' re

absolutely opposed to the death penalty for

political reasons, we *re opposed for moral

reasons as well. Killing is something that

the state should not be in the business of doing.

DO YOU SEE A POSSIBLE JUDICIAL SOLUTION TO THE

DEATH PENALTY?

You can't depend- on the judicial system to

stop the death“penalty. The Supreme Court

made it very clear by their 1976 vote, which

was seven to two in favor of the death

penalty, that ttey oonsidered the death penalty

constitutional.

We have to turn this -
thing- around by getting

folks into the-streets protesting^ - going to

prisons, putting pressure on the governors

and~ legislators, and doing- everything we can

to raise this -
issue.

WHAT IS THE HISTORY OP THE DEATH PENALTY?

The history of the death penalty is a horror

story. The only detailed records we have in this

country, however, date from around 1930. We

have found that the state of Georgia leads

this century in executing peqple. Its an historic

problem of the poor and Blades being killed.

So things haven't changed. The method of

execution may be more sophisticated. We may

be talking about lethal injections in some

states, but it's the same old thing. The

same class of peqple get killed.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE AS A FOILCW-UP TO THE

NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION IN ATLANTA ON MAY

12th?

We need to concentrate in the states such as

Florida iwhere John Spenkelink is on the verge

of being executed. If he is not given clemency,

he will probably be executed in the next thirty

days. We need to organize a concerted protest

against the state of Florida if they try to

take John's life.

We suggest that if you're in a state that

has a local death penalty coalition, that

you work with it. If you're in a state that

doesn't have one, develqpe one.

WHAT DOES THE COALITION HAVE TO OFFER ACTIVIST

WHO ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE DEATH PENALTY?

We have organizers in the nine southern

states, and other affiliate officers, so

we're actually in eleven states. We offer

literature, slide shows, and speakers. We

also have lawyers who take on pressing cases.

We provide support where we feel it is

needed to stop the death penalty.

WHY SHOULD FOLKS OUTSIDE THE SOUTH BE CONCERNED

WITH THIS ISSUE WHEN THE SOUTH HAS MORE PEOPLE

ON DEATH RCW?

Right now there are 34 states in this

country with the death penalty. Many of these

states are outside the South and the number

is growing. People in Those states Should be

Concerned also.
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